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COMMUNITY LEGAL CLINICS IN
ONTARIO: 1980
A DATA SURVEY
Frederick H. Zemans*

Community legal clinics have been in existence in Ontariofor a
decade. By employing a modified version of the questionnaire
used in a similar English study in 1975, Professor Zemans has
obtained a comprehensive data survey of all the community
based clinicsfunded by the Ontario Legal Aid Plan. The data
charts are preceded by an explanatory text which summarizes the
data and draws comparisons with the English survey results and
with the legal services movement in the United States. It is
intendedthat this survey shouldprovide the data basefor a larger
project which will study Ontario community clinics in depth.
Subsequent stages of investigation will involve personal visits to
clinics, interviews, caseloadstudies and an overallimpact study.

Cliniques juridiques communautaires en Ontario
en 1980. Etude de donn es
Les cliniques juridiques communautaires existent en Ontario
depuis dix ans. En utilisantuneforme modifide du questionnaire
0laborg pour une Otude pareillefaite en Angleterre en 1975, le
professeur Zemans a rduni des donndes comprehensives sur
toutes les cliniques d base communautairesubventionndes par le
Plan ontariend'assistancejuridique.Les donndes sont prcdddes
d'un texte explicatif qui les rdsume et qui Ltablit des
comparaisons avec les rdsultats de l'tude anglaise et avec le
mouvement de services juridiques aux Etats-Unis. Il est prdvu
que cette 6tudefournira la base de donnees pour un projet plus
ddtail6 qui examinera en profondeur les cliniques ontariennes.
On fera par la suite des visites personnelles aux cliniques, des
interviews, des analysesde tdches et une 6tude gdn'raled'impact.

Following the growth of the neighbourhood law firm system
in the United States and England, the Canadian Department of
Health and Welfare experimented by funding four clinics in
1971: Dalhousie Legal Aid Service (Halifax, Nova Scotia);
Community Legal Services (Point St. Charles, Montreal,
Quebec); Parkdale Community Legal Services (Toronto,
Ontario); and Saskatoon Community Legal Services
(Saskatoon, Saskatchewan). Each of these clinics had been
*Professor, Osgoode Hall Law School, York University.
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initiated by law faculties (at Dalhousie, McGill,' Osgoode and
Saskatchewan, respectively) as both clinical teaching and
community based clinics and each was later incorporated into
the legal aid system in its respective province.
Legal Aid in Ontario was established in 1951 on a volunteer
basis; in 1967 it adopted the English judicare model.
Accordingly, it was controlled and administered by the Law
Society of Upper Canada and employed private lawyers on a
fee for service basis. Although other community or
neighbourhood clinics were opened in the late '60s,2 they were
not funded by the legal aid plan or the Federal Government and
Parkdale Community Legal Services continued to be the only
clinic with stable funding until 1976. At that time, as a response
to severe criticism of the inadequacies of the Legal Aid Plan, 3
the provincial Attorney-General's Office made funding
available to clinics on an interim basis and in 1976 an
amendment to the Ontario Legal Aid Plan (OLAP) provided a
framework for regular funding to thirteen clinics.' These clinics
were intended to "complement" the already existing private
solicitor legal aid scheme by offering services in the "poverty
The Point St. Charles clinic was the first clinic in Quebec. It opened as a
community controlled clinic in 1969 and hired its first staff lawyer in 1970.
Point St. Charles had a limited teaching connection with McGill Law School
but was not a project initiated by a law school as was the case with the other
three Health and Welfare funded projects.
2 Injured Workers Consultants was the first community legal service in
Ontario. Their first clinic opened in 1968 as a project of injured workers
and law students.
Toronto Community Legal Assistance Services (T.C.L.A.S.) has existed
since 1967 when it was established as a student legal aid society pursuant to
the Ontario Legal Aid Act. T.C.L.A.S. has never operated its own
community clinic and did not hire a staff lawyer until 1974. Parkdale is
described as the original community legal service in Ontario as the Health
and Welfare grant allowed for the hiring of the first full-time staff lawyers
to work in a community clinic.
See particularly Larry Taman, The Legal Services Controversy: An
Examination of the Evidence, prepared for the National Council of
Welfare, 1971. It is commonly thought to be the opening salvo in the debate
on the direction legal services should take. See also Community Legal
Services Report, 1972, the Law Society of Upper Canada's response to
Taman's criticisms; and most significantly, the Report of the Task Force on
LegalAid, or commonly known as the Osler Report of 1974.
4 Legislation to allow the funding of community clinics was agreed to by the
Attorney General, the Legal Aid Committee and Convocation of the Law
Society. This legislation which expanded the judicare structure of the
Ontario Legal Aid Plan was introduced in January, 1976 and became
effective the following month. (See Sections 146 to 151 of R.R.O. 1970,
Reg. 557 as amended by O.Reg 160/76 under the Ontario Legal Aid Act
R.S.O. 1970, c. 239). This regulation were further amended in response to

the Report of the Commission on Clinical Funding of the Honourable
S.G.M. Grange, 1978. (See Sections 146 to 157 of O.Reg. 391/79).
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law" areas. It was presumed that their community base would
make them more accessible to the poor.
By the fall of 1980 there were thirty-four community-based
clinics funded by OLAP in operation in Ontario. The data
presented here cover all of these clinics including the three
which were established during the time the survey was
conducted.' Prior to publication of the results of the survey
each clinic received a copy of the initial compilation of data and
had an opportunity to amend the submission before the final
analysis was completed.'
The Questionnaire
The questionnaire which was sent to all the Ontario Legal
Aid funded community clinics in Ontario7 is a modified version
of the one developed for use in a study of English
neighbourhood law centres carried out by Michael Zander and
Peter Russell in 1975.8 It could have been improved by a few
changes, the major one being to clarify the purpose of some
questions. Although the questionnaire asked when the clinic
opened, it failed to ask when OLAP funding began: one
question concerned the "sort of area" in which the clinic was
located but did not indicate whether this was meant to refer to
class, to residential/commercial category or to some other form
of description; some respondents interpreted the question 'how
long was the gestation period' as asking how long it took to
open the clinic after initiatives were taken to start one, while
others reported how much time elapsed before the clinic
operated on a regular basis. The lack of consistency in answers
made it difficult at times to compare the clinics. Probably the
greatest difficulty was the questionnaire's length which no
doubt made respondents reluctant to tackle it. To shorten it,
some questions could have been collapsed into one (for
Since the survey was carried out, approval has been given for the funding of
four additional clinics: Keewaypinok Native Legal Services ($63,000),
Chatham-Kent Community Legal Services ($52,000), Quinte Information
Assistance Centre ($50,000), North-West Community Legal Services
($60,000). See the Minutes of Convocation of the Law Society of Upper
Canada, Vol. V, No. 8, 427-8.
6 The

initial information was collected by two law students, Patricia Wells
and Chris Kurata, as part of the requirements for a seminar on Law and
Poverty offered by the writer at Osgoode Hall Law School during the winter
term, 1980. The data calculation and its analysis was completed by the
writer with the assistance of another student at Osgoode Hall Law School,
Dr. Patricia Hughes, as the first stage of a larger project which will treat the

Ontario community clinic movement in depth.
146(l)(a) of Regulation 226 defines a "clinic" as "an independent
community organization providing legal services or paralegal services, or
both, on a basis other than fee for service."
8 Michael Zander and Peter Russell, "Law Centres Survey" (1976), 73 The
7 Section

Law Society's Gazette, No. 10, 206.
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example, those dealing with the characteristics of the clientele).
The length of the questionnaire and the large number of offices
surveyed made publication of responses to all questions
impossible. Yet, while the questionnaire could have been
"tightened up" through rephrasing, omitting some questions,
and collapsing others, the high return rate (after some followup telephone calls and personal visits) and the information
obtained testify to its basic utility. The Zander survey was
personally administered to each law centre. This was not
feasible in collecting the Ontario data because of cost and
distance factors. It is anticipated that personal visits will form
part of the second stage of this study.
Comparisons with the Zander Study
The similarity between the questionnaires used in the Zander
study and in this study prompt a brief comparison of the
English neighbourhood law centres and the Ontario community
legal clinics. One outstanding difference is evident in the
method of funding. In England, the centres rely on a variety of
sources, some of them at least potentially tenuous. Two English
centres were completely dependent on foundations, charities
and donations; the latter were a highly significant source of
funding for six others. Funding from local authorities - a
source subject to political vagaries - was significant for seven
or 50% of the English law centres. In other words, funding
could not be described as stable or predictable. All Ontario
clinics in this study receive their major funding from OLAP
and for 500 of the clinics, this is the only source. In all cases
the provincial plan provides the majority of the funding. 9 In
Ontario, sources of funding other than OLAP tend to be
limited to law schools, the Law Society (The Law Foundation,
which disburses interest collected on lawyers' trust accounts),
or various summer employment programs for law students
which are primarily funded by the provincial government. The
Ontario clinics surveyed are favoured with more predictable
and stable funding than their English counterparts. However,
dependence on one financial resource completely or primarily
does raise the issue of the possibility of funding being used as a
controlling mechanism by the Law Society.
The English clinics were more firmly entrenched within the
communities they served and, perhaps because of this, they
were also more active law reformers. They appeared to deviate
9 In April and May, 1976, the Clinical Funding Committee funded thirteen

clinics in the amount of $950,000. This figure has increased annually with
twenty-five clinics being funded in 1977/78 ($1.7 million), thirty-one clinics
being funded in 1978/79 ($2.5 million), and thirty-two clinics being funded
in 1979/80, with a total budget of $3,420,000 of the total O.L.A.P. budget
of approximately $36 million. The projected budget for 1980/81 is
$4,780,000.
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more than most Ontario clinics from the traditional pattern of
providing legal services. They also seemed to define their
purpose or mandate as neighbourhood legal offices more
broadly than do the Ontario clinics. Most of the English clinics
were located in the middle of the target clientele in areas of
"run-down housing" or the "most deprived" areas. By
comparison, many Ontario clinics are in working class areas,
often in commercial areas and rarely in "run-down" areas. The
group orientation of the English centres lends itself to law
reform activity. They often will not take individual cases
because they are time consuming and inefficient. The majority
of Ontario clinics, on the other hand, have individuals as clients
and much time is employed in repetitive casework. Little
emphasis has been placed by the younger clinics on reform or
analysis of the legal system as it affects their low income clients.
Finally, the tendency of Ontario clinics to specialize might
militate against development of community involvement in the
sense pursued by the English centres but this does not apply to
all clinics (Parkdale being the most obvious exception), nor
does it mean clinics do not - or cannot - establish a
community base on another criterion, such as language.
Perhaps the emphasis on reform activities and community
involvement accounts for the greater use of volunteers in the
English centres (only a few Ontario clinics indicate they use
volunteers) and the sharing of work and equalization of pay
among the members of the clinic staff. Lawyers will do typing
and their salaries are equivalent to those of other clinic
employees in many instances. In Ontario, both lawyers and
community legal workers will do casework but lawyers rarely
engage in "non-legal" work and few secretaries are involved in
other than traditional secretarial tasks apart from intake. Two
English clinics pay the same salary to all the workers (£3,000).
All the Ontario clinics who responded paid clinic employees on
a hierarchicl scale. Concern has been expressed by clinic staff in
Ontario about the level of salaries: in particular, employees of
community clinics are not receiving compensation comparable
to that of government and private sector workers doing similar
work.'1 Yet staff lawyers' salaries in Ontario are in the range of
$15,500 to $29,000, with the average clinic lawyer's salary
being between $20,000 to $22,000 per annum. Current English
figures indicate a comparable range of £5,000 to £9,500 with
the average clinic solicitor's salary being close to £7,000." The
'0 The increased solidarity amongst clinics and the unionization of some of
the Toronto clinics, as well as the support of the Clinical Funding Staff,

has seen a gradual improvement in salaries between 1976 and 1980. This
position was endorsed by Convocation of the Law Society on Friday, April
18, 1980.

,Telephone

conversation with the Secretary of the Law Centres Working

Group, London, England on February 3, 1981.
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average clinic lawyer's salary in Ontario is less than half the
average taxable income for Canadian lawyers in private
practice. The latter amount was $57,595 in 1979.12 Our study
indicates a much greater use of law students and paralegals
(community legal workers), as well as an emphasis on specialty
clinics in Ontario. All the English centres employed graduate
lawyers (solicitors) while eight of the Ontario clinics did not
have a staff lawyer but depended on duty counsel.
SUMMARY OF THE DATA
History, Location and Finance
Seventeen clinics had opened before OLAP funding became
available in 1976. These operated with volunteers and
precarious grants from various governmental and other
sources. Not all these clinics received OLAP funding
immediately. The clinic at the Centre for Spanish-Speaking
Peoples did not receive OLAP funding until 1978, for instance,
although it had opened in 1972 using University of Toronto law
students through the Toronto Community Legal Assistance
project.
The impetus for the clinics often came from concerned
community residents working in conjunction with already
existing organizations. With a history similar to many other
clinics, Riverdale Socio-Legal Services was founded by social
workers from Woodgreen Community Centre, and the Injured
Workers Consultants by injured workers and University of
Toronto law students. Most clinics apparently met little or no
opposition. Those which did meet opposition usually identified
the local bar or the Law Society which had expressed concern
about its members losing clients to the clinic, an opposition
which with some exceptions has not been resolved. In one case,
although the bar had been instrumental in founding the clinic,
it later opposed it. In another, the local bar recently tried to
prevent a clinic from receiving funds to hire a full-time lawyer.
A few of the clinics have storefront premises but several
others are located on the upper floors of commercial buildings.
Three clinics are located in houses in residential areas. Most
clinics are situated in immigrant areas whose mixed ethnic
populations are reflected in the ethnic makeup of their clientele
and in their attempts to provide services in a wide variety of
languages other than English.
The clinics receive their major funding from OLAP and for
eighteen clinics this is the only source of funding. Ten clinics
receive some funds from other regional and provincial
government agencies. Two specified that a very small portion
of their budget came from donations, fees or memberships.
All clinics and programs associated with law faculties receive
2 See

the FinancialPost, November 22, 1980.
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funds, professorial assistance and some contributions in kind
from their faculties. One receives money from the United
Church, and one listed Wintario as a funding source. However,
relative to the clinical funding received from OLAP, the funds
from these other sources are minor. One respondent expressed
concern about possible defunding of specialty clinics and
another pointed out that no provision was given for extra
expenses resulting from his clinic's northern location.
Inadequacy of funding was a common complaint, as was
concern that staff lawyers' salaries were not competitive with
either the private or the public sector in Ontario.
Staff and Management
Most clinics have increased their staff component since their
founding and eight clinics which had no lawyers on full-time
salary when they first opened have each since hired a lawyer.
Seven clinics still do not have lawyers on staff while seven have
increased the number of lawyers on staff since opening.
Parkdale has the largest professional staff with five lawyers
and four other clinics have three staff lawyers. The number of
community legal workers on staff ranges from none at five
clinics to nine at Injured Workers Consultants. In most clinics
both lawyers and community legal workers spend the majority
of their time on casework. There are some exceptions,
especially among the law school associated clinics where
lawyers are more likely to supervise students who are
responsible for casework. At Parkdale four of the six
community legal workers spend their time in community work
as the casework is primarily handled by law students. Lawyers'
salaries range from $15,500 to $25,000 ($29,000 at Parkdale).
Community legal workers' salaries fall between $11,500 to
$20,000 and those of secretaries and other support staff
between $9,200 and $13,000. In many cases clinic staff have,
comparatively speaking, received substantial increases in salary
during the 1980-81 fiscal year so that clinic positions have
become more attractive both to lawyers and community legal
workers. Although there are insufficient data to draw definite
conclusions, it does seem that an initial high turnover in staff
has abated with higher salaries and stable funding.
The increasing number as well as the increased salary scale of
community legal workers underscores their growing
significance within the Ontario law clinic movement. The
survey confirms continued growth in the number of personnel
working in community clinics. The "typical" Ontario clinic
emerges as one employing three community legal workers, one
staff lawyer, two secretaries and several summer law students.
In contrast to the American legal services movement, the
Ontario law clinics have been initially staffed by non-lawyers
(community legal workers) and have drawn only secondary
strength from graduate lawyers. Sixteen of the Ontario clinics
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opened with no lawyers on staff. At the time of our survey there
were eight clinics which still had no full-time lawyer working in
the clinic. The absence of staff lawyers is unlikely to continue
as the Clinical Funding Committee has accepted the proposal
of the Grange Commission that all clinics hire staff lawyers to
assume responsibility for the clinic's legal services.' 3
The number of staff lawyers working in clinics has risen from
eighteen to forty-two while the number of community legal
workers has increased from fifty-one to ninety-two. At the time
of their opening the Ontario clinics had three paralegals for
every staff lawyer, while at the time of this survey there was a
slightly greater than two to one ratio in favour of community
legal workers.
It is helpful to contrast the Ontario situation with that in the
United States in 1974 - a comparable stage of development of
the American legal services movement. At that time paralegals
composed 17.5% of the total staff and lawyers composed
39.4% of the staff employed in American clinics. Ontario
clinics employ twice as many paralegals as staff lawyers,
whereas in the American clinics the situation is reversed with a
two to one ratio in favour of staff lawyers. 4
The Ontario experience is still too embryonic to allow us to
discern the full significance of the community legal worker in
the provision of legal services. There is little doubt, however,
that the high profile of the community legal worker in the legal
services movement in Ontario and the deployment of many
community legal workers in community organization,
community education, law reform and preventive law has had a
significant influence on the development of the Ontario clinic
movement. The early clinics have emphasized community
control and the involvement of community members in setting
office policy as well as the employment of community
members. The training of community legal workers has been
undertaken, thus far, on an informal basis within the clinic
movement and, in most instances, within the clinics. As
caseloads increase and the pressure for service builds on
individual clinics, it remains to be seen whether this informal
type of training can continue and whether community legal
workers will be allowed to retain some freedom from caseloads.
Only four clinics do not have (or do not intend to establish) a
Board of Directors responsible for long-range planning, hiring,
13

Recommendation 4 of the Report of the Commission on Clinical Funding,
1978, at page 62, states that "[t]he aim should be to ensure that each clinic

has a lawyer on staff. In some cases one lawyer will have to serve more than
one clinic. The provision of duty counsel only to a clinic should be
discouraged".
,National Paralegal Institute survey of paralegals in O.E.O. Legal Services
Projects (1974) cited in Victor Savino, Paralegalism in Canada: A
Response to Unmet Needs in the Delivery of Legal Services (unpublished

thesis for LL.M. degree at Dalhousie University), Appendix B-2, 389.
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firing, salaries and general management functions. Three of
them are law school associated clinics and the fourth is a
community education clinic based at the University of Ottawa
law school.'" While most boards of directors are composed of
members of the geographic or clientele community served by
the clinic, the boards of directors of Community Legal
Education Ontario and the Canadian Environmental Law
Association boards are mainly members of the legal
community. Community Legal Services (Ottawa-Carlton),
Neighbourhood Legal Services and Metro Legal Services have
emphasized the selection of clients and former clients for their
boards. In some cases, long term management functions are
shared; at Riverdale with the staff or at Community Legal
Education Ontario with the managing director, for example.
Boards meet on a monthly basis, more often if necessary and in
most cases the staff or their representatives are encouraged or
required to attend. On-going supervision is usually in the hands
of the director or co-ordinator. In five clinics the staff make all
or many of the daily decisions on a communal basis.
Services
All the clinics impose financial criteria, sometimes based on
earnings (varying according to family size), and sometimes on a
formula including savings, income, disposable income or a
similar combination. Some clinics observe geographic criteria
which may be as specific as designated street boundaries.
Others require the client to have a specific legal problem
(landlord/tenant, for example), or to fulfil some other criterion
('be Spanish-speaking,' for instance). The ethnicity criterion is
only loosely applied.
Twenty-five clinics deal only with individual clients, three
primarily with groups and six with both. Six of the nine clinics
dealing with groups to some extent are involved in law reform
and/or community education or organizing, while fourteen of
the individually-oriented clinics have a concern with law
reform, albeit at times to only a small degree. The clinics may
cooperate in preparing and presenting submissions to
government. York Community Clinic and Tenant Hotline
worked together to acquire a senior citizens home in York. Very
few clinics are heavily involved in reform or community work,
usually because of lack of time and other resources, but
occasionally because of lack of inclination.
Thirteen clinics would act for a poor landlord in a landlordtenant dispute. Those who would not do so, argue that since
tenants are more likely to be clients, acting for a landlord
would endanger the relationship of trust between the usual
client and the clinic. Two clinics would act for a poor landlord
,5 The Preventive Law Program is an aspect of the operation of the Student
Legal Aid Society of the University of Ottawa Faculty of Law.
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under unusual circumstances. In at least one case, the lawyer
said he would not act for a landlord while the Board's official
policy was that the clinic would act for landlords only under
exceptional circumstances. The purpose of two of the clinics is
to act for tenants and of one to act for small landlords (this
clinic, Landlord's Self-Help, would provide a tenant coming to
them with a brief statement of the law and a referral; it would
not act for a large landlord). Several clinics would act for a
landlord in matters unrelated to landlord and tenant law if he
or she were financially eligible.
Word of mouth is the most common way for clients to hear
about a clinic but many clinics also indicated that they were
given referrals by government and social agencies, the local
bar, and other clinics. Six clinics said that their community
work helped clients learn about them and seven cited media
publicity of one form or another as a way of increasing their
profile in the community.
The speciality clinics such as landlord/tenant or injured
workers will advise or act only on those subjects, but most of
the clinics offer a broad range of services. Family,
administrative law and landlord/tenant cases constitute a large
proportion of many clinics' caseloads and some clinics deal
with a high number of immigration cases, the Centre for
Spanish-Speaking Peoples being an obvious example. The
clinics generally do not do criminal work, leaving that to Legal
Aid and the private bar (but two clinics do 25%0 to 30%7
criminal work). ' 6 Most exclude real estate, wills and divorce.
One of the more distinctive characteristics of the Ontario
clinics is their diversity. Only ten clinics could be categorized as
general and, specifically, legal clinics; that is, they have neither
a subject nor a client specialization. Four others which do
general work are part of multiservice centres which offer a
client not only legal help but other social and perhaps medical
services - the York Community Centre is one of the best
integrated of these. There, staff - legal and otherwise - are
expected to participate in an internal referral service and many
client families make use of several services at the same time.
Two clinics are devoted entirely to community education and
do no casework. One is concerned solely with environmental
matters; three clinics, two in Toronto and one in Hamilton,
direct their attentions to injured workers and in the same vein,
one acts for small landlords and two for tenants only. Two
northern clinics have a high proportion of native clients, one
clinic serves the Spanish-speaking and one the Black
communities of Metro Toronto. Six clinics (plus one of the
education clinics) have a law school connection and one of
those limits its help to the inmates of Kingston's penitentiaries.

16

Legal Assistance of Windsor and London Legal Clinic.

240
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One recently opened clinic provides services only to
handicapped persons and groups.
Few general conclusions can be drawn from these data, but
there is much to be said for the unique way in which the Ontario
clinics have been developing along both general and specialty
lines. The multiservice clinic concept would seem to be a useful
one to pursue. But what appears to be most significant is the
traditional case law approach most of the clinics have been
compelled to take. Community involvement, surely one of the
raisons d'etre of community legal clinics, has too often had to
be pushed aside in order to respond to the immediate needs of
the individual client. How well the clinics are fulfilling their
mandate must be part of a larger study. This survey provides
basic information on Ontario's community clinics in the hope
that the availability of these data will encourage more detailed
analyses of the significant and unique contributions of the
Ontario clinics to the problem of access to justice.
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APPENDIX
DATA SURVEY: 1980
Names and Addresses of Clinics Surveyed
Advocacy Resources Centre for the Handicapped (ARCH),
40 Orchard View Boulevard, Suite 255,
Toronto, Ontario. M4R 1B9
Black Resources and Information Centre (BRIC),
427 Bloor Street West, 2nd floor,
Toronto, Ontario. M5S 1X7
Bloor-Bathurst Information Centre (BBIC),
1006 Bathurst Street,
Toronto, Ontario. M5R 3G8
Canadian Environmental Law Association (CELA),
8 York Street, 5th floor south,
Toronto, Ontario. M5J 1R2
Centre for Spanish-Speaking Peoples (CSSP),
582A College Street,
Toronto, Ontario. M6G 1B3
Community Legal Education Ontario (CLEO),
111 Queen Street East, Suite 310,
Toronto, Ontario. M5C 1S2
25 Hughson Street South,
Hamilton, Ontario. L8N 2A5
Community Legal Services of Niagara South,
27 Division Street,
Welland, Ontario. L3B 3Z5
Community Legal Services (Ottawa-Carleton),
71 Daly Street,
Ottawa, Ontario. KIN 6E3
Flemingdon Community Legal Services,
747 Don Mills Road, Suite 100,
Don Mills, Ontario. M3C 1T2
Halton Hills Community Legal Clinic,
5 Wesleyan Street,
Georgetown, Ontario. L7G 2E2
"Y" Building, 42 Mill Street East,
Acton, Ontario.
Industrial Accident Victims Group of Ontario (IAVGO),
944A St. Clair Avenue West,
Toronto, Ontario. M6C IC8
Injured Workers' Consultants,
717 Pape Avenue, Suite 300,
Toronto, Ontario. M4K 3S9
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Inured Workers' Legal Assistance Group,
252 James Street North,
Hamilton, Ontario. L8R 2L3
Kenora Community Legal Clinic,
8 Main Street South,
Kenora, Ontario. P9N 1S7
Landlord's Self Help Centre,
48 O'Hara Avenue,
Toronto, Ontario. M6K 2R1
Legal Assistance of Windsor (LAW),
85 Wyandotte Street West,
Windsor, Ontario. N9A 5W6
London Legal Clinic,
121 Queen's Avenue,
London, Ontario. N6A 1H9
McQuesten Legal and Community Services,
360 Queenston Road,
Hamilton, Ontario. L8K 1H9
Metro Tenants Legal Services,
165 Spadina Avenue, Suite 26,
Toronto, Ontario. M5T 2C4
Mississauga Community Legal Services,
30 Stavebank Road North,
Mississauga, Ontario. L5G 2T5
Neighbourhood Legal Services (NLS),
238 Carleton Street
Toronto, Ontario. M5A 2L1
Parkdale Community Legal Services (PCLS),
1239-41 Queen Street West,
Toronto, Ontario.
Preventive Law Program,
University of Ottawa,
105 Copernicus Street,
Ottawa, Ontario. KIN 6N5
Queen's Correctional Law Project,
295 Brock Street,
Kingston, Ontario. K7L 3N6
Faculty of Law,
Queen's University,
Kingston, Ontario. K7L 3N6
Rexdale Community Information Directory (CID),
1530 Albion Road,
Rexdale, Ontario. M9V 1B4
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Riverdale Socio-Legal Services (RSLS),
932A Queen Street East,
Toronto, Ontario. M4M 1J6
Rural Legal Services,
c/o Faculty of Law,
Macdonald Hall,
Queen's University,
Kingston, Ontario. K7L 3N6
Strathcona Community Centre,
152 Locke Street North,
Hamilton, Ontario. L8R 3A9
Sudbury Community Legal Services,
60 Eyre Street South,
Sudbury, Ontario. P3C 4A7
Tenant Hotline Inc.,
1215 St. Clair Avenue West,
Toronto, Ontario. M6E I B5
Thunder Bay District Native Legal Counselling Services,
195 Park Street, Suite 2,
Thunder Bay, Ontario. P7B 1B9
Toronto Community Legal Assistance Services (TCLAS).
84 Queen's Park Crescent,
Toronto, Ontario. M5S 1AI
Toronto Community Legal Assistance Services - Law Line,
84 Queen's Park Crescent,
Toronto, Ontario. M5S 1AI
Waterloo Region Community Legal Services,
18 Queen Street North,
Kitchener, Ontario. N2H 2G8
York Community Services,
1651 Keele Street,
Toronto, Ontario. M6M 3W2

